Moral Constitutions

By Gerald Gaus

What appears to be a deep dispute between analyses of morality may be no dispute at all. Two philosophers may appear to advance radically different theses in moral philosophy (say, different views of justice), which may generate heated debate among commentators — and yet, because each philosopher is asking different questions, and engaging in a different mode of moral inquiry, the dispute may be largely illusory. I suspect that this may be true of many (apparent) disputes between John Rawls and his critics. Throughout his career, but perhaps most noticeably from the mid-1970s onwards, Rawls developed modes of moral and political inquiry distinct from normative moral and political philosophy as it has traditionally been understood. In this essay I am especially concerned with Rawls’ short-lived project in what he called “moral theory” — a project that lasted from approximately the mid-1970s to the early to mid-1980s. I believe that the radical nature of Rawls’ project, and how fundamentally it departed from moral philosophy as traditionally conceived, has not been properly appreciated. Consequently, many who take themselves to be Rawls’ protagonists — for example by advancing certain views of the nature of justice or moral truth — are addressing different questions, employing different modes of inquiry, and so are not offering contradictory theories. And many of those who take themselves to be defending Rawls are actually reinterpreting his work in a way that makes him a much more traditional — and in my view a far less important — philosopher.

My concern, however, is not simply to understand better Rawls’ great work. The mode of inquiry characterizing my recent Order of Public Reason is basically what Rawls called “moral theory;” I wish to clarify what the book seeks to achieve, and what questions it puts aside. More importantly, however, I wish to suggest that once we clearly grasp the nature of “moral theory” (which I shall be employing as a term of art) as opposed to moral philosophy, we shall better appreciate how the project on moral theory that Rawls sketched can be completed along the lines that I propose in .

1. Moral Theory As A Mode Of Inquiry

Let me begin with a key paper of Rawls’, the radical message of which has not been sufficiently appreciated: his American Philosophical Association address on “The Independence of Moral Theory.” One message of that paper is clear, and I believe has had reasonably wide uptake — that moral theory is independent of epistemology, the theories of meaning and of language, and the philosophy of mind. What is less often appreciated is what Rawls takes the task of moral theory to be, and how it fundamentally differs from moral philosophy as it is generally conceived of. Rawls writes:

Moral theory is the study of substantive moral conceptions, that is, the study of how basic notions of the right, the good, and moral worth may be arranged to form different moral structures. Moral theory tries to identify the chief similarities and differences between these structures and to characterize the way that they are related to our moral sensibilities and natural attitudes, and to determine the conditions they must satisfy if they are to play their expected role in human life.

Rawls explicitly stressed that the perspective of the moral theorist must be divorced from that of one committed to a particular moral conception. One thinks of the moral theorist,” wrote Rawls, “as an observer, so to speak, who seeks to set out the principles of other people’s moral conceptions and attitudes.” As moral theorists, Rawls writes, “we are investigating an aspect of human psychology, the structure of our moral sensibility.” Moreover, moral theory is necessarily concerned with social theory, and the feasibility of the sort of society a moral conception instructs us to seek. In contrast, when taking up the perspective of one devoted to a moral conception one may regard it as the correct theory, as that which provides the definitive account of normativity, justice, or the nature of objective right and wrong. When advocating a moral conception one may find it puzzling how others can fail to grasp its insights, whereas Rawls repeatedly and approvingly cites Sidgwick’s remark in the preface to the first edition of The Methods of Ethics that he sought “to put aside temporarily the urgent need which we all feel of finding and adopting the true method of determining what we ought to do; and to consider simply what conclusions can be rationally reached if we start with certain ethical premises.” The aim, said Sidgwick, is to adopt “a neutral position” when evaluating the various methods of ethics.

Thus “Kantian Constructivism in Moral Theory,” the essay that directly follows “The Independence of Moral Theory,” most emphatically does not present a Kantian constructivist account of the true, or philosophically soundest, understanding of normativity or the foundation of the correctness of moral claims. To take Rawls’ constructivism as pursuing the same project as, say, Korsgaard’s, is to confuse moral theory as the study of coherent and feasible moral structures with the more traditional project of grounding ethics and normativity on a secure foundation. Rawls’ ultimate aim is to construct a reasonable moral structure — one that coheres with our natural sentiments, our moral psychology, and our understanding of social theory. To object, as does Cohen, that Rawls brings in
criteria exogenous to moral truth or justification, such as publicity, feasibility and coherence with our sentiments, is simply to confuse moral theory with a traditional project in moral philosophy that Rawls sets aside — not as unworthy or misconceived, but as different from his.

“Kantian Constructivism in Moral Theory” has at least two ambitions. Certainly one is to show Sidgwick’s error in dismissing Kantianism as a genuine method of ethics, or in Rawls’ terms, a reasonable moral conception.9 Rawls shows how the Kantian view can be understood as a reasonable moral structure, constructed out of the conception of persons and social cooperation inherent in the culture of liberal democracy. But Rawls presses further: the nature of a Kantian constructivism, and in particular its emphasis on publicity, is such that it is especially suited to serve as what he calls the “public moral constitution” of our society.10 Although this more daring ambition presses beyond the impartial stance of the moral theorist described in the essay on “The Independence of Moral Theory,” it still abjures the quest to justify a best philosophical account of normativity or the right. Rather, the aim is to employ moral theory’s comparative method to identify a moral structure that best coheres with our moral sensibilities and natural sentiments, and which, given what we know about social theory, can provide the basis of a public and stable moral order. Again, the comparison with Sidgwick is illuminating. The Methods of Ethics is not (as some mistakenly read it) a failed philosophical case for utilitarianism: it is an exercise in moral theory. Nevertheless, Sidgwick’s conclusion emerges — overall, he views utilitarianism as the most reasonable moral conception. It is perhaps this feature, both Sidgwick and Rawls’ moral theorizing — that out of moral theory arises a view of the most reasonable overall structure — that confuses so many readers, and leads them to mistake their inquiries as a form of normative ethics or metaethics. Thus at least in “Kantian Constructivism” Rawls believed that moral theory can provide a public moral constitution. I return to his proposal in section 3.4.

2. The Moral Constitution

Rawls’ setting aside of moral philosophy, understood as an inquiry into moral truth or the nature and basis of normativity, and focusing instead on moral theory, was a crucial advance in understanding how we might come to uncover or construct a public framework for moral life. Yet, I believe, Rawls’ own proposal was not up to the task. To see why this is so, we need to inquire more deeply, first, into the idea of a moral constitution, and then into a constitution that meets the compelling requirement of publicity. A moral constitution that meets the constraint of publicly I will call, following Rawls, “a public moral constitution,”

Now a political constitution is the basis of legitimate and mutually recognized political authority among those who favor competing political views — conservatives, democratic socialists, liberal egalitarians, greens, feminists, libertarians and so on. As philosophers and social theorists have rediscovered in recent years, however, social life is not only ordered through the political, but also by the moral norms (or, we say, social-moral rules), which ground moral authority relations.11 Social cooperation and, more generally, social life depends on a network of rules that set down the terms for a wide range of social interactions. Having a shared understanding of these terms is the warp and woof of our life together. These rules do not only coordinate our action — they assure each of us certain claims and spheres of personal authority, as well providing public and definitive terms by which we resolve disputes. No human society has managed to survive without some such framework; the framework characteristic of our trans-national social order is perhaps the most wide-ranging shared system of norms in history.

Taking up the perspective of moral theory, with its reliance on social theory and its concern with feasibility, we can observe that the moralization of this framework is also fundamental to human social existence. Social rules that are understood as moral rules are not simply accorded a sort of overridingness from the social point of view. Because they are internalized by members of the order, they provide internal guidance, which resists temptations to defect and cheat. As moral psychologists have discovered, a critical stage of moral development — one that occurs around eight years of age—is when a person feels guilt over their transgressions, even when they remain undiscovered by others.12 And when others do give into these inevitable temptations, those who conceive of the rules as moral requirements and prohibitions take it upon themselves to detect, criticize, blame and sanction the cheaters, greatly stabilizing the social order.13

These matters are relevant because, as Rawls stresses, moral theory is centrally concerned with the social role of our moral structures and natural sentiments. To be sure, from the perspective of some types of moral inquiry the social role of our moral notions is not relevant to moral justification. What is important to note is that the rules of inquiry are that they help us to discover moral truth, or the nature and grounding of normativity, or vindicate certain views about justice that we reflectively believe to be correct. These questions are set aside by the moral theorist, who turns his attention to our moral practices. His concern is to understand how these moral networks match up with and support our moral emotions and sentiments, and how well they perform the tasks that a society’s moral order must accomplish: the coordination of behavior and the adjudication of claims.

It is appropriate to term this network of moral rules a “moral constitution” as it provides a commonly recognized basis of our authority over each other. When advancing claim on each other, the participants invoke, and recognize, the authority of these rules; the core of our moral constitution is the mutual recognition of this authority. To grasp this interpersonal nature of this authority we must switch from the perspective of the moral theorist, who takes an impartial view of moral structures and the findings of social theory, to the perspective of participants, who view the rules from, as it were, the inside. From this transactional, participant, perspective, our shared moral rules determine when I have an authoritative claim on your action and life, and when you possess such authority over me. As P.F. Strawson observed, we must take up (though never at the same time), both an objective perspective on our social morality and a participant perspective.14 As participants we see ourselves enmeshed in a system of moral authority over each other that is intimately tried to our natural and moral sentiments. The idea of ourselves as agents is deeply informed by our participation in this public moral framework. Just as our political self-understanding is bound up with our conception of ourselves as citizens, our social identity is bound up
with our conception of ourselves as moral persons in this basic framework. It is not a conception that we are argued into; as young children we naturally take it on. Those few who do not, such as the psychopath or perhaps some types of fanatics, live among us but do not understand themselves as subject to the moral constitution. Whatever our moral stance should be towards these others — and I shall consider later (§5) the moral stance we might take toward them — they are not participants in our system of mutual moral authority.

We now come to the critical problem. The moral theorist, as it were, analyzes this moral constitution from the outside: she sees it from the perspective of moral psychology and social theory, seeking to understand it, and to arrive at standards to evaluate it. As Sidgwick says, she seeks a neutral perspective. But internal to the practice is an acceptance of relations of mutual authority and accountability. The critical question that confronts the moral theorist is the relation between her account of the practice from the outside and the internal participant perspective. Some analyses from the outside, we shall see, must remain hidden from the participants insofar as, if participants accepted such an external analysis, their internal view of the practice would be undermined. Such moral theories would be self-defeating under conditions of publicity: the full knowledge that the practice rested on those grounds would undermine the participants’ internal view of it. If they accepted that as the basis of the practice, the practice could no longer be maintained by them. In contrast, a moral theory that can be endorsed by the participants — one that is public and transparent to all is self-sustaining: coming to know its external justification reinforces the internal perspective of the practice.

Now it might be argued that a requirement of publicity is exogenous to the idea of justice. Justice, one might say, is justice, and not publicity or stability. If, however, our concern is a constitution that sustains the relations of normative authority on which our social order rests, publicity is necessary given what Rawls calls “the social role of morality.” A public moral constitution is one for which participants, understanding its objective (external) analysis and justification, may rationally affirm its normative status in their interpersonal dealings. The normative force of such a moral constitution is consistent with the free use of the reason of each. As participants come to reflect on their shared moral life, they each come to affirm its normative force in their dealings with each other, and so their shared social life is put on a firm footing. The more they reason, the more the normative basis of their life together is affirmed. In one sense of the term, such a society is well-ordered. If, in contrast, on the view of each the normative force of the basic moral framework depends on not looking too deeply into it, or requires entertaining distorted ideas about its basis and purposes, then like the constitutions of the ancien régime, its legitimacy will crumble when exposed to the light of actual human reasoning. As David Gauthier observed, if in the end our moral constitution depends on claims that we find beyond credibility — to endorse its normative authority one must also endorse supernatural or non-natural entities or rarified philosophical constructions — it will face a foundational crisis. Like religion, it will not stand up to critical public scrutiny. Although the theologians and moral philosophers may assure us that we would really see how it is justified if only we could appreciate the form of justice or intuit the relevant non-natural qualities, the mass of real human reasoners will be, at best, left unmoved. Or worse, they may simply be amused by supposed insights of the philosopher.

3. Four Inadequate Accounts Of A Public Moral Constitution

Given this crucial problem let us consider four analyses of our moral constitution, and why they fail to be self-sustaining given publicity: the merely positive, the instrumentalist, that of moral philosophy, and Rawls’ Kantian constructivism in moral theory.

3.1 The Positivist Analysis

The merely positive stance accepts, as do all tenable views, the necessity of a moral framework for social life, but insists that moral theory can be only an empirical, sociological, study of social norms, having no normative force — no real normative standing. What people take as normative and what is truly normative, we are told, are simply different questions, and it does no good to blur them as the moral theorist seeks to do. The positivist view commits to an external analysis that appreciates the social benefits of the framework, but abjures any normative commitments. It is the view of the pure social scientist. Moral psychology and social theory are one thing, normative inquiry quite another.

Empirical analysis certainly has a great deal to teach; however, it cannot serve as the basic public understanding for the framework. As an explanatory perspective it is immensely edifying, but if we suppose that is all there is to say from the objective, external view, the positivist analyses is transformed into a debunking view. In this regard it is reminiscent of the classical theories of ideology, which sought to replace philosophical argument with a purely scientific study of views. In the end, the claim of Karl Mannheim and Karl Marx was that they saw through the pretenses of normative political discourse to see things as they really are — for Marx, to see the discourse as a form of struggle between class interests. Participants cannot endorse this view of their practice and yet carry on with it as it was, for the objective analyses shows the internal perspective to express a false consciousness. Participants in the moral order understand themselves to be making moral demands, to be claiming moral authority over others, and experience the moral emotions in the face of moral failure. If that all turns out to be an illusion — they come to see that there is no normative basis for their practice — the participants cannot sustain their practice, except as a sort of wishful thinking, as some older children profess to believe in Santa Claus in order to make Christmas more enjoyable.

3.2 The Instrumentalist Analysis

Gauthier believed that that morality’s foundational crisis can be resolved only by grounding our moral constitution in prosaic, instrumental, justification. After all, every plausible analysis acknowledges that a well functioning moral constitution is necessary to social life: perhaps this necessity is all the normative ground we need. All reflective rational people will see its benefits, and so see its normative necessity. Yet this grounding of morality from the objective point of view remains unable to serve as a public basis for our practice of moral authority, for it too is unable to sustain the internal, participant, perspective under conditions
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of publicity. That it is useful to observe a practice in which the participants acknowledge each other’s authority to advance moral demands does not establish that they possess such normative authority, any more than showing that it would be useful to treat the laws of one’s government as authoritative makes them authoritative. Even if there were no such thing as legitimate authority relations it still might be useful indeed for us all to treat the state’s edicts as if they had authority. Or, to take another case: that it is socially beneficial to have a practice of aesthetic evaluation cannot be the grounding reason why Frank Lloyd Wright’s *Falling Water* is a superlative work, nor can the reason be that it is socially useful to see it as superlative.

As Strawson indicates, the instrumentalist gives the wrong sort of normative basis of our moral demands on each other. The instrumentalist takes the objective perspective, and tells us that our practice is valuable, but that value cannot be what here and now grounds my moral demand that you accord me my due. When I make a moral demand on you to act, I do not claim that you should perform the act simply because it is good for you (or for society as a whole) that you so act, but because you owe it to me to so act. I am apt to resent your failure to act, and I will blame you for ignoring my demand that you do as you ought. To be told that the public basis of my claim is simply that it is useful for participants to think, feel and act in these ways cannot be endorsed from within the practice as its sole grounding.

In his early essay on “Two Concepts of Rules” Rawls denied this. Utilitarianism, he argued, could serve as a justification for our practice of punishment. The utilitarian principle could, from the outside, justify the practice of punishment, but from within this practice we would take the fact that a person violated certain rules as necessary and (with some added details) sufficient for other participants in the practice to have the authority to punish him, and presumably to possess the reactive attitudes of resentment and indignation, and for the wrongdoer to feel guilt and remorse. The utilitarian principle could be the sole justification of the practice, and within the practice there would be “moral offices” and authoritative relations that are not empowered to directly consult the utilitarian standard. While Rawls was correct that a utilitarian could design such a practice and approve of its operation, the participants could not acknowledge utilitarianism as the sole public normative basis of the claims they make within the practice. The normative fact that the sole basis of all they do and feel is that it is socially useful for them to do and feel it must remain insulated or hidden from their activity within the practice. If I know that the normative grounds of my punishing you is not that you have cheated me, or harmed an innocent, but that by so doing you have violated the rule of a practice that has the sole aim of promoting the social welfare, I no longer see the basis of the punishment in a transactional wrong — a manifestation of lack of regard to me or another — and if that is so, then my moral sentiments must themselves be transformed. “Bad person,” I might say, “you have violated a socially useful norm, and it is socially useful for me to be angry at you!” As Strawson reminds us, “What is wrong is to forget that these practices, and their reception, the reactions to them, really are expressions of our moral attitudes and not merely devices we calculatingly employ for regulative purposes. Our practices do not merely exploit our natures, they express them.”

3.3 Moral Philosophy and the Normative Perspective

Moral philosophy understood as an account of the moral truth, the grounding of normativity, or a preferred justification of moral prescriptions, appears to provide what the positivist and instrumentalist analyses lack, but which a public moral constitution must possess: a public account of the normativity of the practice that makes sense of its internal commitments and presuppositions, and its transactional claims and responses. If our practices track moral right and wrong, duty and obligation, then we appear to have finally resolved our problem. We can understand from the outside the usefulness of the practice and the constituent normative structures, while accounting for the internal perspective, since its usefulness at least is consistent with (and perhaps supervenes on) its correct transactional morality. As participants our moral sentiments and judgments are engaged when others do what is wrong or harmful. If the justification of our practice tracks, or at last coheres with, moral truth, or its rules and requirements are genuinely grounded in the normative, participants can embrace this as the self-sustaining justification of their moral constitution. We thus seem to have finally arrived at a truly public moral constitution.

Alas, as Rawls showed so clearly, given the facts of reasonable pluralism, no moral philosophy thus understood can serve as the public grounding of our moral constitution. We must not interpret Rawls’ doctrine of reasonable pluralism as applying only to comprehensive conceptions of the good; he is entirely explicit that the “burdens of judgment” apply to notions of the right. Because moral issues are so complex, because there are multiple values that must be weighed and there is no clear way to weigh them, because the empirical evidence is uncertain and what we take as evidence is often dependent on our previous beliefs and values, we disagree about the correct moral philosophy, be it divine-command grounded, Kantian, natural-rights based, intuitionist, virtue-based, moral sentimentalist, conventionalist, or whatever. The public knowledge that, say, a certain form of Kantianism (constructivist or otherwise) is the normative grounding of our moral constitution could not be endorsed by the mass of good-willed and rational participants. If the practice hinges on *that* being the case, then in the eyes of many the practice will, paradoxically, lose its normative force in their eyes. For whether or not the Kantian is the philosophically best case, many good willed and reflective people believe it is not the best or correct view, and so the public acceptance of it as foundational to our moral practice will lead to the constitution’s loss of legitimacy for them. They cannot go on with their participation in light of the fact that, as they see it, the entire edifice is grounded on an error. On their understanding, their claims are now without normative force. And so they cannot accept the moral practice as genuinely authoritative, nor can they endorse the authority of the demands advanced by others on the
basis of the rules of the practice.

This is why, as Rawls taught us, appeal to the moral truth, or the best philosophical account of morality, is of no help in sustaining the normative basis of our shared moral life — even if I really possess the truth. In a society that was characterized by consensus on moral philosophy, perhaps grounded on a deeper religious consensus, a moral philosophy may be the basis of a public moral constitution. Or even if, given disagreement on these matters there was a consensus that some group who agreed among themselves had superior insight and so should be obeyed, a moral philosophy could serve as the public basis of their moral constitution. But we do not live in this world. Given reasonable pluralism, there is great disagreement about what is best or correct in moral philosophy. Most do not endorse the favored moral philosophy.

To be sure, many moral philosophers believe that they have a moral obligation to always act on the moral truth as they see it. As such philosophers see it, their moral demands have authority over others simply because they are normatively correct. Now I do not wish to deny that one of these philosophers may be correct about the best or true moral philosophy or that what such a philosophy might be is an interesting question worth pursuing. But the question for us, here and now, is whether this sort of controversial moral philosophy can serve as the public self-sustaining grounds for a practice of moral authority. I do not believe it can.

In his Lectures on the Principles of Political Obligation T. H. Green resists the idea that de jure sovereignty is simply “rightful authority” in the sense of an authority based purely on the correct normative basis. Grounding the authority of my claim over others simply of the supposition that it is the normatively correct claim, even though it has no practical force over those on whom I assert it, is like a claim to political authority based on “the mere name of a fallen dynasty exercising no control over men in their dealings with each other.” Instead, Green argues, the distinction between de facto and de jure sovereignty “has natural meaning in the mouths of those who, in resisting some coercive power that claims their obedience, can point to another determinate authority to which they not only consider obedience due, but to which obedience in some measure is actually rendered.”

Green’s general point, and he seems entirely right, is that a political authority that has, or is likely to have, no practical effect is no political authority at all, as it cannot perform its main task of sorting out actual disagreements and coordinating activities. To be any sort of authority at all there must be some general recognition of it; only then can it perform its designated tasks. If it is not generally recognized as an authority, we might argue that it ought to be an authority, that it alone could qualify as a justified authority, but we cannot claim that it now is such an authority. A crucial job of moral authority is to regulate and coordinate social interaction by invoking the moral sentiments; if so, an authority that is not recognized simply is unable to perform the office of an authority, as one who is not socially recognized as a leader is unable to fulfill the position of “group leader.”

We can say that a person who is not recognized — either explicitly or implicitly — as a leader ought to be the leader, that she would be a wonderful leader, or even that she would be the only leader worth having; but we cannot say that a person no one pays attention to is now the leader. And neither can we say that a philosophical account of normativity to which few pay attention grounds the de jure system of moral authority that is a justified moral constitution.

3.4 Kantian Constructivism in Moral Theory

We can now see the deep attractions of Rawls’ Kantian constructivism as a moral theory. If we wish to uncover a public basis of our moral constitution, we should begin with the materials that are already part of that constitution: the models of the person, the structure of the natural and moral sentiments, and so on. By building up our normative account from, as it were, the inside of the practice, we seek to ensure that the ideas we employ are already commitments of the participants rather than external standards of correctness or truth. Thus, as Rawls tells us,

The “real task” of justifying a conception of justice is not primarily an epistemological problem. The search for reasonable grounds for reaching agreement rooted in our conception of ourselves and our relation to society replaces the search for moral truth interpreted as fixed by a priori and independent order of objects and relations, whether natural or divine, an order apart and distinct from how we conceive of ourselves. The task is to articulate a public conception of justice that all can live with. What justifies a conception of justice is not its being true to an antecedent order to and given us, but its congruence with our deepest understanding of ourselves and our aspirations, and our realization that, given our history and the traditions embedded in our public life, it is the most reasonable doctrine for us. We can find no better basic charter for our social world.

When Rawls tells us that moral theory replaces the idea of the moral truth with that of the “reasonable,” he is not simply informing us that he prefers a term for “the best moral philosophy” that does not have strong realist connotations. The idea is much more radical: moral theory simply is not concerned with any understanding of the philosophically best normative account, rather, it seeks a “basic charter for our social world” that we can all appreciate as a public basis of our normative social relations.

It is difficult to exaggerate what a radical and insightful project Rawls launched — one that connects moral theory to many of the traditional problems of political philosophy. Yet, as we all know, the phase of his project characterized by the two key essays on which I have focused, “The Independence of Moral Theory” and “Kantian Constructivism in Moral Theory,” was relatively short-lived — roughly the mid-1970s to the early-to-mid-1980s. By the mid-1980s the project was turning into political liberalism. I do not wish to engage in intellectual biography, so I am not concerned with why Rawls gave up on it as a general approach to our moral constitution, but I do think we can see a deep problem.

As we saw regarding both Sidgwick and Rawls (§1), from the neutral and impartial perspective of moral theory, each hoped that one moral conception or method would emerge as clearly the most adequate. But the very project of putting “aside temporarily the urgent need which we all feel of finding and adopting the true method of determining what we ought to do” and considering “simply what conclusions can be rationally reached if we start with certain ethical premises” is in tension with advocating one method as the impartially best — its premises and
structure most reasonable. Instead of, as Rawls put, examining “other people’s” reasonable moral conceptions ($§$1), the moral theorist comes to advocate his favored conception as the most reasonable. The insuperable problem, though, is that given reasonable pluralism, no single moral conception, understood as a more or less complete structure of one’s moral commitments that coheres with one’s sensibilities and natural sentiments that is socially feasible and public, will be seen as most reasonable by good-willed and reflective moral agents. For a moral conception to serve as the public normative basis of our moral constitution, at least if it is to be the sort of stable and public moral constitution Rawls sought in “Kantian Constructivism,” there must be wide acceptance among the public = that it provides “sufficient reason” to take the moral practice and its constituent transactional relations as justified. It is imperative to distinguish (a) holding that some subset of normative considerations provide a pro tanto justification of a practice from concluding that (b), given one’s moral and evaluative perspective, the practice is, all things considered, normatively justified. If we have only identified some reasons, participants as actual persons with their normative views may well conclude the practice does not have sufficient justification, and hence deny its authority. If our aim is a stable moral constitution to which participants “grant” moral authority, it thus will be no avail to bracket some of their normative considerations, and insist that they do not count; one cannot simply insist that only the ideas identified by the Kantian conception, or only so-called liberal values, are relevant. Participants in the practice will rightfully consult their complete understanding of the most compelling standards of evaluation when determining whether the claims of the practice have the requisite moral force.

Thus to justify the moral authority characterizing our moral constitution, we must not simply point to some legitimizing reasons, but to ones that are sufficient to legitimate the claim to authority. And something like this must be the case if the moral constitution is to be self-sustaining: when you claim authority over me and demand that, for example, I cease pushing you on the subway, it must generally be the case that, my own reasoning confirms this, and so I comply. As Mill stressed in Liberty, and as recent empirical work has confirmed, social morality certainly invokes sanctions for noncompliance; yet it also is the case that, compared to the legal system armed with its extensive executive powers, mass voluntarily compliance with the moral constitution is necessary for a stable social world. As Rawls appreciated, such stability requires a generalized Nash equilibrium: conformity to the moral constitution must generally be the best response to the conformity of others. But this means it is not enough that we all endorse some of the elements of Kantian constructivism as a moral theory (such as its conception of a moral person); we must, as it were, hold that the construction best explicates our overall moral outlook, at least insofar as we are concerned with social morality. In short, we must all embrace Kantian constructivism as the preferred public moral conception grounding our moral constitutional consensus.

To be sure, not all moral practices can be given a public normative foundation, for some are oppressive and at least some participants reasonably deem them without normative force. The question is not whether an adequate account of the public normative basis of moral practices will sometimes deem a practice as lacking normative force, but whether any moral practice could be deemed to have moral force if such force requires consensus on a single moral conception. If that type of consensus is required, in our world of reasonable pluralism we shall be unable to equilibrate on a basic charter for our social world.

4. Convergent Normativity:
Moral Constitution Making From The Ground Up
RATHER THAN COMMENCIING BY IDENTIFYING THE MOST REASONABLE BASIS FOR OUR moral constitution, we might instead think of constitution making as process that is built from the ground up. Each good-willed, reflective and rational individual, employing the evaluative standards that she views as most compelling, seeks to determine whether she has her own normative reasons to endorse and internalize the rules of our practice. We might, then, view the moral constitution as arising from interacting individuals, each consulting her own normative standards and taking into account the actions of others, acting on moral rules that she deems to have moral force. Rather than the American, we would do better to think of the British Constitution and the Common Law; instead of a definitive constitutional choice situation, we should instead think of an evolutionary process in which participants come to converge on a public moral constitution. This idea is common to moral thinkers as diverse as classic philosophers such as Hume and Hegel, and more contemporary thinkers such as Peter Strawson, Kurt Baier and F.A. Hayek. On this view, as Baier put it, “a society’s morality is the joint product of the moralities of its individual members. As far as its content is concerned, individual members are its joint makers, not merely its subjects.” In Rawls’ terms, the constitution will be publicly justified because each sees it as the object of an “overlapping consensus.”

An adequate theory of the moral constitution, then, will inquire, for any actual or proposed rule of justice, whether good-willed and rational agents, reflecting on their entire set of normative standards, have sufficient reason to internalize the rules as authoritative and adopt the moral attitudes. If they do — if given one’s set of evaluative considerations, which sometimes overlap with those of others and sometimes are distinctive — then in one’s view the rule has passed the test of normativity: it is a rule that one has reason to treat as is befitting a rule of the practice of morality. There is no reason to think that a person only has reason to adopt these sentiments and attitudes towards the rule she thinks best, as dictated by her moral philosophy or religion. As the politically mature citizen does not require that only the political constitution she deems ideal can ground legitimate authority over her, the morally mature participant in our moral constitution does not insist that only her preferred moral conception can ground interpersonal moral claims. In reflecting on the normativity of our moral constitution we are not concerned with bargaining, bluffing or disputes in the pages of a philosophy journal. The question on which one must focus is whether, given her own understanding of normativity and value, does this understanding endorse these rules as having normative authority? Given the pros and the cons from one’s own moral conception, would some basic social charter for our social world — a certain practice of morality — be worthy of endorsement? Simplifying — but not so much as to obscure the critical point — if it is, a person has reason to embrace the moral constitution (or constituent rule) as within the range of
acceptable charters for our social world.

Of course different people will apply this test with different results. Some will identify a wider range of acceptable rules (or charters for our social world), while for others it will be narrower. Suppose each good-willed person, seeking to live under a shared moral constitution with others, evaluates the options; let us call S the eligible set of moral constitutions that all deem to be worthy of endorsement. We are faced with three possibilities: S will be a (i) singleton, (ii) it will be null, or (iii) it will have multiple elements.

(i) The aim of much of the social contract tradition has been to show that the eligible set contains just one element or that we all agree what is the best option. Rawls’ *Theory of Justice* explicitly sought to demonstrate that all reasonable citizens would rank as best his two principles of justice: in a pairwise comparison with a list of alternatives each would agree that Rawls’ principles are best. There would thus be no reason to settle for any alternative: our reason leads us to agree. As is well known, Rawls’ later writing evinces increasing skepticism that we will converge on a single best conception: as I have pointed out, the burdens of judgment apply to the right as well as the good.

(ii) But if the use of our reason leads us to disagree about the right, the second possibility looms — we face the quintessentially modern worry that perhaps no moral constitution is acceptable to all. Many cannot assuage their anxiety that in our contemporary world of normative diversity a public moral constitution is impossible, and so public moral life must be simply a sustained moral conflict or the rule of the wise over their benighted fellows. Can a diverse population, torn by basic conflicts about religion and value, nevertheless freely endorse a common moral constitution, or does an effective basic charter for our social world necessarily rely on extensive use of force and duplicity, by which the powerful impose their favored scheme on the rest? The liberal tradition’s battle against the pessimistic conclusion has been grounded on two fundamental insights. As Hobbes taught us, a shared framework for social order is a good thing to all; a wide range of values, ends, and lives based on different convictions about our place in the universe are furthered by a cooperative, peaceful, social order. To be sure, those whose life’s interest is in dominating others will not find their interests served by a cooperative social order, and in the end we must have something to say about these individuals. But we must not lose sight of the great good that almost all perceive in a cooperative and stable moral framework for our social existence. In addition to what we might deem the Hobbesian insight, the Millian insight has been that in a social world of great diversity the only possible moral constitutions that we can all endorse are ones that ensure to everyone various spheres in which one’s deepest normative commitments hold sway — families, churches, voluntary associations and, in general, a private sphere. A constitution building on the Millian insight will, of course, be one that grants pride of place to individual liberties, especially those that Benjamin Constant called the “liberties of the moderns.”

(iii) If the liberal project is successful in fending off the pessimistic conclusion, we seem left with our third possibility: reasonable people will see the importance of securing their basic interests in bodily integrity. As self-directing agents in the world we certainly have a fundamental interest in securing the basic conditions for our continued agency. And we have a fundamental interest in some demarcation of what is mine and thine. Of course, about all these issues we disagree on the best or optimal specification of the right; there is always the need to solve the impure coordination problem of selecting one among many possible equilibria to regulate our common life. Understanding moral constitution-making from the ground up requires that we first identify a set of possible norms that all can endorse given their evaluative frameworks (their conceptions of normativity), and then show how we can come to settle on one. As I have argued, finding such a constitution can be understood as a large scale iterated impure coordination problem. There are a number of moral constitutions that each has sufficient reason to endorse, and we disagree about which is best, but there are great goods that are achieved only when we come to share a common, justified, moral constitution regulating our social existences. Participants seeking a moral constitution can, under a variety of circumstances, converge on a set of rules that, each for her own reasons, will endorse and see as having normative force.

5. The Ins And The Outs Of Public Justification

Many misconceive the moral constitution of liberalism as one that expresses the commitments of a specifically liberal value system, and so only “committed liberals” can endorse a liberal moral constitution. This is, I believe, a fundamental error. A liberal normative framework serves as a public constitution in a diverse society because its rules are those that have evolved to allow us to live with, and in innumerable ways benefit from interchanges with, diverse others. A liberal moral constitution can be endorsed by the normative commitments of Catholics, evangelicals, atheists, conservatives, secular philosophers, Randians, and New Ager. As the economist Paul Dragos Alicko shows, some types of normative institutional arrangements arise out of heterogeneity. If we take heterogeneity of preferences, values and moral commitments seriously right from the outset, we will better appreciate how some moral constitutions arise out of normative diversity whereas others require a “normalization” or homogenization of basic interests and values, and so will always be unstable in our contemporary world.

One thing can be conclusively demonstrated: for any population N, a moral constitution that allows all to draw on their diverse normative frameworks in endorsing it will never do worse, and can do better, in publicly justifying a moral constitution than a view that insists on a preferred moral conception. That is, moral constitutions based on normative diversity weakly dominate those that depend on a preferred moral conception. The proof is trivial. Either the members
of population N all share the preferred moral conception M or they do not. If they do, then the preferred conception view and the normative diversity account are equivalent. Suppose, then, that N is divided into at least two groups, those that hold the preferred moral conception M and those that hold some competing conception M*, such they do not endorse M. On the preferred conception view only those who hold M can endorse the public basis of the moral constitution, so only those will see it as authoritative. On the diverse bases account, M and M* may endorse a common constitution C, which departs from both M and M*. If they do, we have achieved a wider public basis; if M* cannot, as it were, be brought on board, then the result is again equivalent to the preferred conception view, which relies only on M. The only reason to insist on the preferred conception view — and this has been explicitly expressed by some⁹ — is that if we restrict the public basis of justified moral constitutions to M, we are thus assured that our constitution must be based on M, whereas if we allow both M and M*, the ultimate constitution C may be different from either, yet one which draws on the views of proponents of M* as well as M. If the aim of the exercise is to vindicate only constitutions allowed by M, then the preferred conception view makes sense; if the aim is to show that we can share a public moral constitution under contemporary conditions, then we must adopt the diverse normative basis account. Because it weakly dominates the preferred conception account, it enhances the resources for achieving a public moral constitution.

Of course there will always be limits to the types of heterogeneity that can support a shared moral constitution. The all-too-typical worry starts with some extreme instance — say, the Nazi, the jihadist or the serial killer — and so concludes that, because such persons cannot endorse the moral constitution, there really is no publicly justified constitution that provides sufficient reasons to all. In moral theory it is a grave error to commence with the most puzzling and radical cases. Perhaps they are a reasonable first consideration when evaluating some moral philosophies that advance claims to hold for all possible cases, but moral theory is concerned with the moral structures that we — you and I — typically confront, and the problems that most worry us. Our main problem is whether in a social world characterized by deep diversity of religion, philosophy, culture, and ideology, there can be a moral constitution that, despite disagreements, good-willed, normal moral agents can all endorse as possessing normative force. The question is not whether one can describe a person whose values are so hostile to a cooperative and moral social life that she cannot be part of a diversity-based moral constitution, but just how serious the problem is.

At some point, of course, any moral constitution must draw a line, determining that some person is not good willed (she just wants to kill infidels, or torture, or whatever), or simply has no reason to endorse our social morality (perhaps she is a psychopath). Suppose that we have been able to “draw the line” in such a way that we can say we have two groups, Full Members (of our moral constitution) and Complete Aliens — those who are not in any way members. Between the two, I am supposing, there is no convergence on any social-moral rule (a radical supposition indeed given way a moral constitution helps us solve the enduring problems of social life, but let us proceed with the philosophical stipulation). With Full Members we can establish a rich set of free moral relations and mutually beneficial interactions, we can sustain the moral sentiments, and we can achieve trust through a set of social-moral rules that all normal participants have reason to endorse and act upon, conditional upon enough others doing so. When I demand that a Full Member must do, or must not do, something, I am asserting a sort of moral authority over her that she has sufficient accessible normative reasons to endorse. And we thus have the foundations for a common practice of moral responsibility.¹⁰

Now consider the Complete Alien. We must assume that the Complete Alien simply has no sufficient reason to endorse any of our moral practices, and we have insufficient reason to revise ours to accommodate him. With such a person — at least the quintessential case — none of the normal moral emotions, reactions, or presuppositions hold, and trustful, mutually beneficial relations are apt to be impossible. Our relations with the Complete Alien are thrown back onto our own first-person convictions about what is the moral thing to do, convictions that have no authority over him. We must, as it were, act outside the constitution: we must act on our own moral convictions without claim to moral authority, as the Complete Alien will act on his. The moral philosopher may have much to say about this case; perhaps he does not even see it as really distinct from our interactions with those who share our practice. In any event, because it stands beyond the limits of a public charter for our shared social world, moral theory has little to contribute.

6. Conclusion
My main aim has not been to defend the liberal norms as the bona fide social morality endorsed by the normative convergence of diverse views, but to stress how a certain view of moral theory responds to the failures of other modes of moral inquiry to adequately analyze how we may achieve a public moral constitution — a basic charter of our social world. Moral philosophy is set aside; it has different tasks, but is inadequate to this one. Rawls’ great insight was to see how moral theory may provide the basis for an analysis of our moral constitution. The Kantian constructivist project sought an agreement on a reasonable moral theory as the solution to a common life characterized by deep and enduring metaphysical, ethical and philosophical disputes. There is no reason, however, to suppose that we share the same view of a reasonable normative basis for our shared social world. As he began to see in his crucial move to the idea of an overlapping consensus, a public basis of normativity could be grounded on a public recognition of the convergence of diverse views of normativity on a shared constitution. But this is moral theory, where we set aside concerns with the true or the best account of morality and normativity, in favor of what can be publicly and reasonably endorsed as normative. In moral theory we must build the public moral constitution up from diverse individual views of normativity. φ
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G. A. Cohen’s Critique of Rawls’s Difference Principle

*By Samuel Freeman*

**The difference principle is one of the more original but least understood aspects of John Rawls’s theory of justice. The difference principle says that inequalities of income, wealth, and economic powers and positions are to be arranged so as to maximally benefit members of the least advantaged group in society. There are many ambiguities implicit in the various formulations of the difference principle,¹ and the principle has been widely criticized for its apparent implications. One of the most enduring criticisms of the difference principle, emphasized by many to the left of Rawls, is that it supports the vast inequalities that typify capitalist economies. In his extensive treatment of Rawls’s theory of economic justice, G.A. Cohen (now sadly deceased) extensively develops the argument that Rawls’s difference principle justifies the “severe inequalities” of capitalism.² Cohen is especially concerned with the inequalities and rewards that go to the relative few whose exceptional talents are a result of the “natural lottery.” Cohen contends that inequalities are undeserved in so far as individuals are not responsible for them and/or they are the product of chance. The natural talents that people are born with are undeserved, just like the social class they are born into and accidents and misfortunes they suffer during their lives. From this Cohen argues that differences in relevant goods (such as income and wealth, or individual welfare) that are the consequence of undeserved inequalities are also undeserved; therefore, he concludes, income and wealth should be redistributed to those who are naturally or socially less advantaged so as to equalize social advantages or to compensate them for arbitrary natural inequalities and other accidental contingencies. Cohen says that his position—termed (rather infelicitously) “the anti-arbitrariness conception of justice” by Cohen and “luck egalitarianism” by Elizabeth Anderson—is one that Rawls himself endorses early in A Theory of Justice, only later to abandon it with the difference principle. For the difference principle allows for incentives that encourage people to exercise their talents, and thus allows them to profit from arbitrary natural
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